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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your customer has a subsidiary in another country that requires
an approval workflow whenever a new position is created. You
created a business rule to trigger the chosen. Where in the
Position Object do you need to attach the rule?
A. initializeRules section in the Position Object.
B. saveRules section in the Position object.
C. Rules section in the Legal entity field.
D. Rules section in the Position Code field.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have data about the following:
Users

Movies
User ratings of the movies
You need to predict whether a user will like a particular
movie.
Which Matchbox recommender should you use?
A. Related Users
B. Item Recommendation
C. Related Items
D. Rating Prediction
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
References:
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn905970.aspx#Ra
tingPredictionOptions

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are reviewing the results of usability tests for your
website. Several of the comments stand out as "red flags"
mentioning that for colorblind visitors or those who viewing
the site on mobile devices are experiencing confusion with
readability or navigation. Which principle of visual design
should you revisit to make the necessary improvements?
A. ERBU
B. CARP
C. KISS
D. CMYK
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
http://www.toptenreviews.com/software/articles/the-carp-princip
les-of-design-advice-for-your- print-projects/
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